
E-BROCHURE Moon Sand







The 55m MOON SAND is offered for charter and is an 

impeccable custom-built yacht ideal for family-and-friend 

charters.

 

Elegantly designed inside and out by Bannenberg and Rowell, 

MOON SAND benefits from both the iconic lines of her 

predecessor and the modern flair of her own design, which 

provides an abundance of volume.









Inside, MOON SAND is sumptuously decorated, 

with rich, tactile fabrics, cool module seating and 

bespoke one-off pieces of furniture by Silverlining 

and Polaro creating a contemporary yet cosy 

atmosphere, all bathed in natural light thanks to 

the huge windows.

 

She can accommodate 10 guests across five 

flexible double cabins, which can be combined to 

create double suites.







The main outdoor dining area can be found on the upper deck, 

while the sun deck offers a second chic outdoor space, which 

comes with generous daybeds aft, a sit-up bar midships, and 

shaded alfresco dining forward.

 

MOON SAND comes with numerous amenities, including a 

gym and a large swim platform – perfect for trying out some 

of the water toys – while her biggest standout feature is her 

aft deck pool, which can be raised and lowered as required, a 

great feature for young kids. The pool also features a counter 

current system.





xxxx





SPECIFICATIONS
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

Builder: Lürssen

LOA: 55.5m (182’)

Crew: 15

Built: 2021

Accommodation: 10 guests

Cabin configuration: 5 doubles

Cruising speed: 13 knots

Stabilizers at anchor

Stabilizers underway

TENDER

1x Wajer 55S Chase Boat with full time captain (Arrives 

June 23)

1x Pascoe Jet tender 6.2m

TOYS

2x Seadoo Sparks Jet Ski

2x Seabobs

10x Snorkel Gear

1x Floating Dock for Jet Ski and Surf Boards

2x Lift E- Foil Surf Boards

2x E Surf Electric Surf Boards

1x Wake Board

1x Wake Skate Board

1x Kite Board Equipment 12m Cabrinah

1x Beach Setup, BBQ, Pizza Oven, Starlink, Hot Freshwater 

Shower

FEATURES

Elegant and stylish interior and exterior design by 

Bannenberg and Rowell

Lowering swimming pool with swim jet on spacious 

aft deck

Versatile accommodation for the guest suites to create 

two or four suites

Spacious sundeck ideal for relaxing or entertaining

Abundant use of glass giving the interior a light, spacious 

feel whilst proving panoramic views

Incredibly quiet and stable underway

Wheelchair accessibility upon request

Advertising of the above vessel in either printed publications on the internet or in any other medium 
is not permitted without prior permission from the Owner via the Central Agent.

All particulars are given in good faith and are believed to be correct but cannot be guaranteed.


